Carefree, it's not!
Trailblazing Desert Forest GC
to host 96th Arizona Amateur

With a minimalist approach that preceded Coore•

Crenshaw by 30 years, Red Lawrence created an

Influential, enduring, low-profile masterpiece
that melded seamlessly with its desert surrounds,
It also led to his catchy nickname, "the Desert Fox:'

BY JOE PASSOV

on't let the town name fool
you. Carefree, Arizona, may
ring of sweetness and charm,
but the course that put the town on the
golf map in 1962 possesses the tortured
howl of a coyote and the fanged bite of
a rattlesnake. Competitors in the 96'"
Arizona Amateur Championship (July
27-Aug. 1) at Desert Forest Golf Club
will face a rigorous examination.
Ed Gowan, executive director of the
Arizona Golf Association and a member
of the club since 1988, concurs.
"Desert Forest is the most difficult
tournament course in Arizona for stroke
play," says Gowan. "You have narrow
landing areas. You have to play the proper
angles into the greens. The greens have a

lot of movement to them, so if you miss a
green, it's very difficult to get the ball up
and down and the greens are very fast.
Most desert courses in Arizona are very
generous, either in the landing areas or
in the greens. Desert Forest is neither."
What Desert Forest does possess is
beauty and character - and authenticity.
It is a true original, a pioneer that blazed
a trail for all of the desert/target-style
courses that followed 20 years later.
Conceived from a vision of
Carefree town founders K.T. Palmer
and Tom Darlington, Desert Forest
was to serve as the centerpiece of a
burgeoning community. Yet, success
seemed improbable. Carefree's nearest
population center was Scottsdale, more

than 20 miles away. Whatever golf

course that would emerge from such

inhospitable terrain would have to be
world-class to attract and retain golfers.
Palmer and Darlington granted the
design commission to Robert "Red"
Lawrence, an architect who had recently
relocated to Tucson after more than
30 years in Florida. Lawrence wasn't
a household name, but he had served
as president of the American Society
of Golf Course Architects in 1956 and
had apprenticed under one of the
profession's greatest practitioners,
William Flynn, designer of Shinnecock
Hills and Cherry Hills, among others.
Prior to the construction of Desert
Forest in the early 1960s, Phoenix-
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The 15th hole (left) and the 16th hole

(bottom}are the start of a great
closing stretch at Desert Forest that
crescendos at the 18th hole. These two
terrific tests will particularly need to
be conquered for whomever turns out
to be the winner of the 96th Arizona
Amateur.

area golf courses typically resembled
Midwestern parkland layouts, carpeted
in wall-to-wall turf, with fairways
framed by imported trees. Desert Forest
changed all that. "Leave the desert
unmarked" was Red's mandate to his
crew. With a minimalist approach that
preceded Coore-Crenshaw by 30 years,
Red Lawrence created an influential,
enduring, low-profile masterpiece
that melded seamlessly with its
desert surrounds. It also led to his
catchy nickname, "the Desert Fox."
In his 2004 club history, architecture
scholar Brad Klein summed up the
brilliance and challenge inherent in
Desert Forest. "The genius of Desert
Forest's design is in the shapes of
the fairways and the contours of the
putting surfaces. Few golf courses
built in the modern era of bulldozer
construction respect the native ground
contours like Desert Forest."
One prominent player enthralled
with those magical undulations was
Tom Weiskopf. Weiskopf first tackled the
course in early February 1965, when he
was a rookie on the PGA Tour. He posted
a 4-under 68. Weiskopf plunked down
his own cash to join the club in 1979
and, in later years, served as a capable
design consultant on multiple occasions.
Perhaps the most significant
reworking to Desert Forest concluded
in December 2013. Undertaken by
architect Dave Zinkand, a longtime
associate of the Bill Coore/Ben Crenshaw
design firm, the alterations resulted
in improved sightlines from the tee,
www.azgolf.org

The genius of Desert
Forest's design is
in the shapes of
the fairways and
the contours of the
putting surfaces.
-Brad Klein

reshaped greenside bunkers to better
interact with the greens, increased
distance from the tips (to 7,203 yards),
recaptured green sizes and some new
contouring to the putting surfaces.
What didn't change was the
remarkable routing, nor any of the
individual hole corridors. Indeed, Desert
Forest remains full of memorable tests.
Both Gowan and director of golf Brandon
Rogers cite the par-5 16'" as a great risk/
reward hole. Rogers explains that at
535 yards, distance isn't the issue.
"The challenge will be attacking the
narrow and sloping fairway with a driver
if the player is trying to force a birdie
or eagle," Rogers said. "Those that lay
up will have to have to pick the correct
distance off the tee and then the correct
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line and distance on their second shot
to avoid a large mesquite tree in the
fairway about 150 yards from the green."
Adds Gowan, "You can make a
3 or a 7 with the drop of a hat."
The par-4 13"' also earns votes for
Best in Show. Even at 466 yards, it's
less demanding than it was a generation
ago thanks to a widened fairway. At the
280-yard mark from the tee, however, it
narrows and slopes right to left, leaving
an approach from an uneven lie to an
elevated green with a false front. A
scary-deep bunker front-right and some
wild undulation in the middle portion of
the green further complicate matters.
The sporty, dual-fairway par-5
seventh that heads towards Black
Mountain is another favorite, as is the
329-yard, par-4 14'', now driveable
by the gambling bomber after the
Zinkand renovations. Gowan tips his
cap to the difficult par-4 closer.
"You stand on the tee," says Gowan
"and you must hit a great drive and
a great second shot. And to do that
at the end of the round when your
swing is starting to fall apart, that
makes the 18th a truly pivotal hole."
Low scores at Desert Forest are
rare, but not impossible. Club member
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You can make a 3 or
a 7 (at the par-5 16th)
with the drop of a hat.
-Ed Gowan

Aaron Baddeley, a former Phoenix Open
champ, holds the course record at 61.
Rogers relays one of his favorite stories
about a round that "could have been."
"In the early 1990s, Phil Mickelson
was in a match with Dave Cunningham
against Rob Magnini and a rising
star at ASU, Todd Demsey," Rogers
recalled. "Todd made eight birdies
and an eagle through 15 holes.
"As the story goes, Phil was getting
fed up with Todd's barrage, and when
Todd stepped up to the 16'" tee, the
famous risk/reward par-5 with a 2-iron
in hand, Phil gave Todd some pretty good
lip service on his cautious club selection.
Rob tried to convince his partner to
'stay the course' with his club selection,
but Todd eventually fell prey to Phil's

The 17th hole (above) is a big part of the exam
that players will face if they are to come up big
in match play, the format that will be used for
the 96th Arizona Amateur.

needling. Todd went back to the bag, hit
driver with all he had, and pulled it left
into the desert. Todd made 8, Rob made
par, while Phil and Dave posted birdie/
eagle, respectively. Todd went on to shoot
66 that day and beat all others in the
group, but that story lives on as a prime
reminder of what every player will face
on the 16"' tee during the State Am."
Actually, potential disaster lurks
on every tee at Desert Forest. He
who confronts that fear factor - and
conquers it -will thrive at this
summer's Arizona Amateur.

■

"Travelin' Joe"Passovis an award
winning golf writer who resides in Cave
Creek He was the recipient of the 2019
Donald Ross Award, which is given to
"a person who has made a significant
contribution to the game of golf and the
profession of golf course architecture. "
Passov is the co-host of Backspin The
Golf Show, which is heard throughout
Arizona on Fox Sports 910 Phoenix
and 1290 Wildcats Radio in Tucson.
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